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Introduction
About DiLitE
Basic literacy once meant the ability to read and write simple paper-based texts. However, in an
increasingly visual, intercultural, interconnected and digitised world, many important day-today social, health, work and financial literacy practices are now digital. The co-occurrence of the
Covid-19 pandemic with the first year of this project has of course massively underlined the
dominance of digital literacies, along with the need to reflect this in educational contexts.
DiLitE supports practitioners’ and learners’ knowledge, understandings and skills regarding
digital literacies in learning and everyday life. The project aims to upskill practitioners at all levels
of adult education, including trainers, teachers, volunteers, mentors, and classroom assistants.
The project began with research on current status of digital literacy in all participating countries
– Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom. This research led to the
design of a training curriculum to equip practitioners with the necessary know-how on how to
boost digital literacy in adult education, as well a set of bespoke resources to support learners’
digital literacy in everyday settings.
In addition, an online platform (dilite-project.eu) has been developed which aims to promote
and make available a wide range of digital literacy resources for both adult educators and lowskilled adults.

About the DiLitE Practice Toolkit
The goal of the DiLitE Practice Toolkit is to enable practitioners working across a range of
contexts, countries and qualification levels to embed basic literacy resources into their own
teaching materials. It reflects the recommendations of the DiLitE Methodological eBook by
providing:
 a set of resources applicable and adaptable to the diversity of practitioners’ adult
teaching contexts, including the increasingly important blended/remote learning
contexts of the post Covid-19 world
 guidance materials to better understand learners’ current use of, engagement with and
aspirations towards digital literacies
 key principles for inclusive, participatory, learner-centred and co-creative approaches
to teaching and learning
 a comprehensive view of learning approaches that promote digital literacies, as well as
free digital tools to support practitioners and learners
 reflective and self-developmental approaches which offer techniques to critically
evaluate and develop digital literacies
 overviews of current digitised practices which reflect the swift pace of change in
technology and digital literacies
 sustainability through supporting practitioners to promote institutional change and
positive approaches to digital literacy in adult education
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The Toolkit comprises a total of 36 innovative and customisable resources, organised in six keyareas, designed to be flexible enough to respond to wide ranging adult learner contexts, needs,
profiles and the full range of learning settings: face-to-face, blended or remote, group, one-toone, or self-directed learning.

Digital literacies
in adult learners'
lives

Digital literacies
in learning
contexts

Digital citizenship

DiLitE
Practice Toolkit
Digital
communication
in social contexts

Digital identities

Multimedia
literacies

Figure 1: DiLitE Practice Toolkit: key-areas
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What is the value proposition of DiLitE practice toolkit?
The value proposition describes the overall framework for the Toolkit, including its six core
areas, respective aims, topics and descriptors for the development of each one of the 36 learning
resources to be used in practical learning sessions.

DilitE Practice
Toolkit area

Digital
literacies in
adult learners'
lives

Aims

 To enhance the
understanding of
the concept of
digital literacies
 To boost the
awareness
regarding the
relevance of
digital literacies
and practices in
nowadays
 To demonstrate
that fostering
digital literacy is
an ongoing
process

Topic

Descriptor

What are digital
literacies?

Addresses the conceptual
definition(s) of digital
literacies

Diversity and digital
literacies

Looks at the many varieties
and differences between
digital technologies, and their
complexities and potential

Aspects of literacy in
digital contexts

Considers the inter-related
dimensions comprised by
digital literacy (according to
Futurelab: functional skills,
creativity, critical thinking and
evaluation, cultural and social
understanding, collaboration,
the ability to find and select
information, effective
communication, e-safety)

Digital literacies,
technologies and
related skills

Focus on the knowledge,
technologies, understanding,
skills and learning required to
acquire an exemplar digital
literacy

How do adult
learners use digital
literacies in their
lives?

Explores the connections
between adult learners’
digital practices and their
potential usefulness for their
learning purposes and social
inclusion

Changing literacies,
changing knowledge
practices?

Deals with the role played by
digital literacy and tools in
shaping the development and
sharing of knowledge, and the
changing and adaptive nature
of digital literacies
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DilitE Practice
Toolkit area

Aims

Topic
The challenges of
digital technologies

Digital
literacies in
learning
contexts

 To develop
awareness of
different
technologies and
practices in
digital learning
 To develop digital
related skills
 To try out a range
of approaches to
learning

Exploring educational
digital literacies
What different digital
technologies could I
try?
Matching
technologies to tasks
Dealing with digital
diversity in the
classroom
Making the most of
resources

Descriptor
Overviews the challenges
faced by learners when using
different digital technologies
Looks at and evaluates digital
educational tools
Promotes participant (and
practitioner) experimentation
Compares a range of
approaches/technologies and
digital practices for different
literacies and learner
preferences
Explains how learners can be
working in a range of different
ways in a learning context
Explores the local available
resources

5
DilitE Practice
Toolkit area

Aims

Topic

Effective digital
communication:
what does it entail in
different contexts?

Digital
communication
in social
contexts

 To enhance the
ability to interact,
communicate and
collaborate with
others through
digital
technologies
 To develop
confidence in
digital social
contexts
 To increase skills
in developing
types of online
relationships

Virtual collaboration

Sharing through
digital technologies

Developing digital
flexibility

Digital choices

Digital politeness
routines: netiquette

Descriptor
Addresses the distinction
between effective and noneffective communication in
different contexts, and
explores effective
communication through
online interaction
Deals with the concept of
virtual collaboration. Presents
virtual collaboration tools
(e.g. Skype, Zoom, WhatsApp,
Google Docs), its uses and
benefits for work and learning
purposes. Enhances the
learners’ awareness regarding
the need to choose the
appropriate digital
communication tool
depending on the context
Tackles the sharing of data,
information and digital
content, bearing in mind the
need to choose the
appropriate tool depending of
the context (e.g., Dropbox,
Google Drive, We Transfer)
Deals with the need to adapt
the communication strategy
and style to different contexts
Helps to decide how to
communicate in a digital
environment (e.g. text or
email or audio)
Explores politeness issues and
behavioural norms across a
range of digital environments
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DilitE Practice
Toolkit area

Aims

Topic

Multimedia literacy

Multimedia
literacies

 To improve the
acquaintance
with assorted
multimedia tools
 To foster the
ability to
participate in
multimodal
literacies

Visual literacies
Combining language
and visuals
Multimedia
preferences
Editing and
publishing online
Cross-cultural visual
literacies

Descriptor
Explores the wide range of
possibilities offered by
multimedia tools to create
online content (text, audio,
animation, pictures, video)
and its potential usefulness
for personal, professional and
learning purposes
Pictures and film in a digital
world
Explores the relationship
between words and images
Helps to make choices about
media, modes, and/or
technologies used
Focus on how to put
multimedia in the public
domain
Explores cross-cultural visual
literacies

7
DilitE Practice
Toolkit area

Digital
identities

Aims

 To explore the
potential of
digital tools to
boost
professional
career and social
identities
 To improve the
acquaintance
with assorted
digital tools
useful for daily
life
 To gain
knowledge on
how to manage
one’s digital
identities

Topic
Making my
curriculum vitae
online
Building networks

Digital
entrepreneurship
through social media
Identities and esafety/ privacy and
personal data
Social media
identities and
professional
identities
Managing digital
identities

Descriptor
Addresses the creation of the
learners curriculum vitae
online (e.g. using Europass)
Explores the creation and
management of online
profiles and its potential for
(professional) networking
Tackles the concept of digital
entrepreneurship, its
potential for establishing
innovative businesses
Focuses on identities and esafety, including passwords
Explores the relationship
between social media and
professional/ work identities
Deals with the creation and
management of one’s digital
identities and online profiles

8
DilitE Practice
Toolkit area

Aims

Topic
Using e-government
services
Online communities

Digital
citizenship

 To enhance the
awareness
regarding the
best practices for
personal and data
protection in the
digital arena
 To foster a safe
and sustainable
use of online
tools
 To use
technology in
appropriate and
responsible way

Citizenship in the
digital arena

Rights and social
participation

Managing security
settings

Acting responsibly
online

Descriptor
Deals with e-government
services (e.g. social security
and/or tax services)
Explores participation and
action in online and local
communities
Addresses the several ways
learners can participate in the
broader society through
digital technologies
Explores rights and how users
can engage in social
representation or be
represented
Provides guidance on how to
protect online and manage
one’s digital track for security
purposes (e.g. online cookies,
browser history)
Recalls the 9 key Ps of digital
citizenship: passwords,
privacy, personal information,
photographs, property,
permission, protection,
professionalism, personal
brand
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How to use the DiLitE practice toolkit
The DiLitE Toolkit is a collection of resources, online tools, guidelines and practical tips to
support practitioners in the design and use of digital literacies teaching materials. All the 36
resources are available as open-source and can be customised and adapted according to
different learner needs and learning contexts and settings.
The Toolkit consists of six thematic toolsets, each of which provides:
 a summary table containing the expected learning outcomes; topics connected with
each resource; and a list of related key-concepts
 a set of six resources; the expected time required; possible learning settings that can be
used; supporting materials required; step-by-step guidance; ideas for further
development or different applications; and worksheets, where appropriate, provided at
the end of this kit

•Exploring conceptions of
digital literacies
•Digital technologies and
literacy
•Literacy skills in digital
contexts
•Transition to digital literacies
•Digital activities and social life
•Evolution in digital literacies
Digital literacies in
adult learners' lives

•Choices and challenges
•Questions, questions
•What different digital
technologies could I try?
•Matchmakers
•Digital diversity
•Making the most of resources

•A picture a day
•Social circles
•Building our own dictionary
•Text speak
•Being digitally literate
•Mobile rules

Digital literacies in
learning contexts

Digital
communication in
social contexts

•Consumption to creation
•Creating my online website
•My personal online space
•Podcasts are the future
•Social media & image editing
•Video editing & publishing

•Creating my Europass CV
•Using my online profile for
networking
•My Facebook business page
•Protecting my online identity
•How personal or professional
are my social media profiles?
•Controling my virtual identity

•My e-EU experience
•Participating in online
communities
•Strengthening citizenship
•Internet users’ rights are
human rights
•Managing my digital footprint
•Being a good digital citizen

Multimedia literacies

Digital identities

Digital citizenship

Figure 2: DiLitE Practice Toolkit: thematic toolsets
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source: https://pixabay.com/illustrations/man-face-head-circle-structure-335401

area| Digital literacies in adult learners' lives
these resources and activities are designed to

enhance understanding of the
concept of digital literacies

raise awareness regarding the
relevance of digital literacies
and practices in nowadays
topic

What are digital literacies?

demonstrate that fostering
digital literacy is an ongoing
process

resource
Exploring conceptions of digital literacies

Diversity and digital literacies

Digital technologies and literacy

Aspects of literacy in digital contexts

Literacy skills in digital contexts

Digital literacies, technologies and related skills
How do adult learners use digital literacies in
their lives?
Changing literacies, changing knowledge
practices?

Transition to digital literacies
Digital activities and social life
Evolution in digital literacies

key-concepts

#exploring conceptions #technology and literacy #digital skills #transition to digital #digital activities
#digital evolution
area| Digital literacies in adult learners' lives
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#1 resource | Exploring conceptions of digital literacies
Descriptor
This resource reviews approaches to, and perspectives on, the concept of digital literacies. Its specific
aim is to facilitate an interactive and collaborative analysis of this concept, by allowing learners to bring
their own views on the table through brainstorming. With the use of tools such as the Mentimeter
application, practitioners can collect and share learners’ ideas about digital literacies. Practitioners can
subsequently facilitate and guide a discussion in which learners can form a collective, coherent and
accurate understanding of digital literacies. A key benefit of this resource is that it can take both faceto-face and online format.

time needed

learning setting

60 minutes

☐individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
Data show, BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet
connection

☒app
Mentimeter

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

In advance, create a WordCloud question What are digital literacies? in mentimeter.com and
generate a code to allow the learners access to the question
Provide learners with the following link menti.com and request that they use the access code to
answer the question
Invite learners to write down 3-4 key words that they feel describe the term digital literacies
Generate a WordCloud image and share it with the classroom. Engage in a brainstorming session
and discuss learners’ ideas and perspectives about digital literacies
Give learners the opportunity to collaborate and formulate a coherent definition of digital
literacies. Present them with mainstream definitions and invite them to talk about how their
common understanding of digital literacies compares to those definitions
Ask learners to repeat the process of creating a Wordcloud, discussing further how their view of
what digital literacies have changed (or not) during this activity

Practical tips
 When discussing the first WordCloud, try to encourage learners to find commonalities in the
words they have provided. You can then direct the discussion around categories/themes relating
to digital literacies (e.g. skills, communication, information)
 In step 5, encourage learners to articulate their ideas about digital literacies in the form of (short)
statements so that the discussion moves towards finding a common and coherent definition
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area| Digital literacies in adult learners' lives

#2 resource | Digital technologies and literacy
Descriptor
This resource is designed to provide practitioners with an opportunity to demonstrate the
multidimensional character and potential of digital tools. Using YouTube as a tool, the learners can
watch a series of videos that collectively aim to show the many ways in which literacy takes form in
digital technologies. Through these videos, learners are introduced to the transition of traditional
literacy activities (e.g., reading, listening, writing, and learning) to digital media. They also can debate
about the variety modern technologies offer and discuss the effectiveness and potential of each digital
literacy tool shown in the videos.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☐individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
YouTube

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Start by introducing the YouTube platform and its app for mobile devices
Invite learners to watch the first video on e-reader devices:
youtube.com/watch?v=50Ev9aIMnvY.
Have a brief discussion on digital reading highlighting both the advantage and disadvantages of
e-reader devices
Invite learners to watch the second video on podcasts and audio learning:
youtube.com/watch?v=ONGqzRCJaoc
Have a brief discussion on audio learning
Invite learners to watch the third video on online discussion forums:
youtube.com/watch?v=g4oljFEvsiI
Have a brief discussion on online forums
Invite learners to watch the fourth video on public speaking training through VR:
youtube.com/watch?v=H8NpDwmieyE
Have a brief discussion on e-learning
Ask learners if they have any general comments on the diversity of digital literacy tool

Practical tips
 Each video/discussion session should take around 20 minutes to allow for a well-rounded but
also concise analysis of each digital literacy medium. While some of the examples focus on
language learning, practitioners can expand discussion to talk about literacy more generally
 You can adjust the length of video material shown. If you feel the video is too long, choose
specific bits to show. If you feel it is too short, you can additionally show another video
 Even though discussion topics are presented sequentially, encourage learners to bring insights
from previous video sessions and to compare the potential and effectiveness of each digital
literacy medium
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area| Digital literacies in adult learners' lives

#3 resource | Literacy skills in digital contexts
Descriptor
This resource allows practitioners to show how dimensions of literacy apply to, but also change, when
transferred to digital contexts. The aim here is 1) to show that learners might already have
competencies that they can use in the context of digital literacies and 2) to point out ways in which
learners can further develop their existing literacy competencies when using information and
communication technologies.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☒individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
webwise.ie
Reality Check

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Start by sharing an online presentation on the dimensions/competencies of digital literacy:
webwise.ie/teachers/digital_literacy
Ask learners to spend some time on the first page of the presentation, reflect on the digital
literacy competencies listed and briefly discuss whether they identify competencies they already
possess
Ask learners to proceed with the presentation, looking into each competence in detail. While
they go through the presentation, advise learners to re-evaluate their initial assessment (step 2)
and write their thoughts down
After the learners examine the online presentation, engage in a group discussion and address the
differences and commonalities of literacy competencies in traditional and digital formats.
Invite learners to play the game Reality Check that teaches skills for detecting the validity of
digital information: mediasmarts.ca/sites/mediasmarts/files/games/realitycheck/index.html#/sites/mediasmarts/files/games/reality-check
Summarise the key points and ask learners what competencies they feel they should develop
further in order to enhance their digital literacy level

Practical tips
 Try to point to the connections between traditional and digital dimensions of literacy (and/or the
differences, depending on how the discussions in steps 2 and 4 unfold)
 Encourage learners to collaborate and exchange opinions whilst playing the game
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area| Digital literacies in adult learners' lives

#4 resource | Transition to digital literacies
Descriptor
This resource aims to help the practitioner to demonstrate how becoming a digitally literate individual
requires a cognitive shift towards practices beyond reading and writing. It equally shows that
traditional understandings of information and communication activities change in digital contexts,
exploring how learners themselves are called to reconfigure the cognitive ways of engaging in activities
of digital literacies.

time needed

learning setting

60 minutes

☒individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
YouTube

☒worksheet
TEDx talk debriefing

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ask learners to open the YouTube app and invite them to watch the following video:
youtube.com/watch?v=A8yQPoTcZ78&t=187s
Advise learners to use the ‘TEDx talk debriefing’ worksheet on the side so they can record their
thoughts and ideas whenever they watch something of relevance in the video
Ask learners to share their views on the video and whether they agree or disagree with it
Give learners 15-20 minutes to expand on the ideas they noted down during the video
Have a roundtable discussion with the learners about how they experience the transition
towards digital literacies and whether they feel this transition has changed the way they
understand and think about information and communication more generally

Practical tips
 If learners ask to pause the video to ask questions related to what is being said, be open to that
kind of interactivity. However, also try and maintain a balance between stopping for questions
and staying within a reasonable timeframe
 A good idea would be to read through the worksheet alongside learners before they watch the
video, in order to be better prepared when taking notes
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area| Digital literacies in adult learners' lives

#5 resource | Digital activities and social life
Descriptor
This resource aims to explore the interaction of learners with digital practices and platforms. Drawing
upon the research conducted by the partners of the project DiLitE, it highlights the similarities and
differences between the learners’ digital activities and the ones which were identified through the
survey. This resource also helps the practitioner to guide learners in using Facebook to engage in
several activities.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☒individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
Facebook

☒worksheet
DiLitE survey

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Start the activity by introducing the DiLitE survey and explaining the questions based on which it
was conducted amongst the learners
Ask learners to answer these questions and invite them to have a group discussion. Comparing
the learners’ answers with the results of the survey helps the practitioner to determine the
digital practices of the group and explore how they relate to broader trends in terms of digital
practices
Ask learners to log into their Facebook account and give a short description of the various digital
activities that can be performed through this app
Encourage and guide learners to actively engage in the following activities: online shopping in
the Facebook Marketplace; find information about public services; booking a reservation to a
venue; and search for social groups that they would like to integrate
Ask learners to talk about which activities they found useful and about the prospect of using any
of them in the future

Practical tips
 The list of activities to be done through Facebook is not meant to be rigid. If learners want to
engage in a different activity, be open to their suggestions. However, make sure that all activities
are conducted within a reasonable timeframe
 When asking about what digital activities the learners intend to engage in the future, also inquire
them about which ones they are not willing to get involved, and encourage them to explain their
reasoning
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area| Digital literacies in adult learners' lives

#6 resource | Evolution in digital literacies
Descriptor
This resource deals with the changing nature of digital literacies and tools. Through this resource the
practitioners can introduce the notion that digital literacies are evolving fast and continuously.
Moreover, learners are invited to identify and reflect about the ways in which the development and
sharing of information is a dynamic process in the digital arena.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☒individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
YouTube
Lino

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.

Invite the learners to watch the following video regarding the future trends of digital
technologies: youtube.com/watch?v=pcx5iSDlMSs
Ask learners to discuss upcoming changes or transformations in digital technologies and how
that affects the way in which knowledge and information is processed
Ask learners to reflect on their uses of digital tools and how they have experienced technological
innovation in the last 10 years. Invite the learners to use Lino (en.linoit.com/) to write down their
conclusions
Have an in-depth roundtable discussion where everyone looks collectively at the notes prepared
in the previous step. During the group discussion, learners should be encouraged to share how
they have experienced technological transformation and whether they feel that this
transformation has had an impact on how they interact and receive information in their
everyday life

Practical tips
 In step 3 offer guidance by asking learners to focus on the following questions:
What kind of tools are you using now?
What tools did you use 10 years ago?
Has the activity for which you use these tools changed in any way, and are your needs
still satisfied?
 To structure the in-depth roundtable discussion, technological transformation can be grouped in
various categories (e.g. communication, financial transactions, access to services)
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source: https://pixabay.com/photos/books-library-iphone-smartphone-4355711

area| Digital literacies in learning contexts
these resources and activities are designed to

develop awareness of
different technologies and
practices in digital learning

develop digital skills
topic

support practitioners to try out
a range of approaches to
learning

resource

The challenges of digital technologies

Choices and challenges

Exploring educational digital literacies

Questions, questions

What different digital technologies could I try?
Matching technologies to tasks
Dealing with digital diversity in the classroom
Making the most of resources

What different digital technologies could I try?
Matchmakers
Digital diversity
Making the most of resources

key-concepts

#digital literacies #learning contexts #digital practices #digital devices #digital diversity #digital
preferences

18
area| Digital literacies in learning contexts

#1 resource | Choices and challenges
Descriptor
This resource is intended to support practitioners to get to know how their learners currently engage
with digital literacies, and how they would like to use digital literacies in the future. It also presents an
opportunity for learners to share their experiences, preferences and skills. Practitioners are
recommended to try this activity reflexively on themselves before using it with learners, in order
identify the range of different digital literacies and technologies in their own lives.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☒individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
Flipchart paper, BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet
connection

☐app

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Start by brainstorming all the different ways learners can think of for digital communication (e.g.
text messages, Skype calls)
Invite learners to talk in groups and make a list of businesses, organisations and groups that
communicate with them digitally (they can do this in their expert language)
Feedback - learners share ideas to make one global class list
Ask each group to draw a matrix either on paper or digitally. Each group should write their ideas
along the top row and list communication technologies and apps in the first column of the matrix
Invite learners to talk in groups again, and share how they each communicate with institutions
writing their name (and any other details like the apps used) in the relevant box. If appropriate
ask learners to show each other how they do this on their own devices
Lead a class discussion on preferences:
How much choice do learners have with regard to the devices/ technologies they use?
Would they prefer to use other devices/ technologies for particular communications/
tasks?
Which do they find easy and which do they need practice and support with?
Could learners share particular skills (e.g. using a trackpad / particular app) to enable
this?

Practical tips
 This session can be used to support planning future classes and learning goals. Learners will
identify particular digital literacies that are important in their lives, and the technologies, devices
and apps that they currently use, and those which they want to learn to use
 Make a final matrix for the entire class, and keep this for future reference
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area| Digital literacies in learning contexts

#2 resource | Questions, questions
Descriptor
This resource uses a question framework to help practitioners and learners analyse and understand
individual digital literacies in context. It can be used by practitioners reflexively to analyse digital
practices and to plan lessons, and can be used in teaching contexts to help learners understand digital
practices better.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☒individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☐equipment

☐app

☒worksheet
Questions matrix

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.

Choose a specific and contextualised digital literacy practice (for example, applying for a bank
loan online), and answer the questions on the worksheet
Build up a list of new key words, terms and digital functions that have come up when answering
the worksheet questions
Ask learners to use these to compare the example with other digital literacy practices, such as a
different type of online application form. For example, discuss:
How particular questions and answers are different or similar?
What choices and roles are available to participants in these practices? (for example,
‘customer’ ‘information provider’)
What choices and roles are not? (for example, ‘questioner’)
If the practice chosen is a specifically educational one, how does it resemble or not
resemble ‘real life’ digital practices?

Practical tips





The questions on the worksheet can be adapted to suit context/country/learner level
This is a discussion activity - allow low-level learners to use expert languages where possible
Learners should work in pairs or groups where possible
Do not require written answers to the worksheet
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area| Digital literacies in learning contexts

#3 resource | What different digital technologies could I try?
Descriptor
This resource supports learners to discuss, explore and support each other to learn about standard
functions on phones to use in and away from classroom contexts. Learning is based around a short
microteach by the teacher which learners try to recreate.

time needed

learning setting

60-90 minutes

☒individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☐app

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Plan an interesting and fun 3-5 minute microteach for learners to learn ‘how’ to do something
new not related to your training
Explain you are going to teach the group how to do something new. They cannot make any notes
with pens or paper, but they can use their phones in any ways they choose
Divide learners into small groups to share ideas about different ways they could use their phones
to help them learn and remember this new thing
Share ideas together in the whole group, e.g. video, voice record, take photos of new words on
the white board, use the notes app
Allow time for learners show each other how to use any of these functions that are new to
anyone, or demonstrate yourself if necessary. Invite learners to explain to each other when they
usually use these different functions and why
Divide learners into pairs. Ask pairs to choose just one of these functions to use while you do
your microteach. Encourage them to try one which is new or that they rarely use
After your microteach, ask learners to form two or more new groups, with a good mix of each of
the different functions chosen as far as possible. Their task is to pool their resources to help
them recreate your microteach as closely as possible
In groups learners take turns to recreate the microteach. This should be fun!
Discuss which functions were most useful and for what, as well as how these functions could be
used in different ways to help learn, remember or have a record of important things in everyday
life. Encourage lots of ideas to be shared and ask everyone to choose a few new functions to try
and report back on next session

Practical tips
 Be aware, some learners may face digital divide – they may not have a phone or a smartphone or
may be unable to afford data. Learners may also have different digital knowledge and skills. Find
out about your group and pair learners up so that they can work together with at least one smart
phone in each pair
 The microteach needs to be something learners can quickly and easily learn to do themselves
 Make sure the microteach includes some new words/terms which you put on board and some
visuals or realia
 Make sure there is plenty of time for learners to share skills and ideas
 Learners may be interested to do their own microteach with an interesting skill or similar in a
future session. The rest of the group can use their devices in any way they choose to capture the
key information they want to learn and remember
 This activity can easily be adapted for distance learning by using a platform such as Zoom and
using breakout rooms for pair and small group work
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area| Digital literacies in learning contexts

#4 resource | Matchmakers
Descriptor
This resource aims at supporting learners to make choices about the technologies, apps and devices
they use for particular tasks based on informed preferences and recognition of technical, social and
financial constraints.

time needed

learning setting

60-90 minutes

☐individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☐app

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Arrange all the different devices you have around the room – aim to have a diverse range of
operating systems and/or apps on each
Ask learners to brainstorm a list of digital tasks that are on their list of things to do over the next
week
Choose, or ask learners to choose, one of these digital literacy communication tasks as an
example. This could range from writing a shopping list, to writing an email to their employer or
arranging a date with a friend
Ask learners to suggest all the ways in which this task could be accomplished - list different
devices, apps, technologies
Now pair or group learners and ask each pair or group to choose one or more of the other tasks
listed
Each group/pair should try to complete their task on two or more different technologies/apps/
devices - allow plenty of time for this. Encourage plenty of peer support and provide support as
necessary
Facilitate the group discussion on what worked or didn’t work for who, and why. Let this lead
into discussion on where people can exercise their own preferences and where they might be no
flexibility, what the group’s priority learning needs are

Practical tips
 Encourage experimentation and discovery learning
 Learners may be working with real-life constraints which mean they use the technologies they
can afford, rather than the ones they might prefer
 Some learners may have strong preferences - such as touchscreens over keyboards or for
particular operating systems
 Use the final discussion to help identify learning priorities for some future sessions
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area| Digital literacies in learning contexts

#5 resource | Digital diversity
Descriptor
This resource aims at encouraging learners to engage with a theme in different ways according to
digital preferences. It is an especially useful approach to use in conjunction with projects or
participatory learning, where learners may be setting their own goals and outcomes, and where
learners may be engaged in different tasks from each other, rather than all working on the same
exercise or activity.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☐individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☐app

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.

3.
4.

Ask learners to each choose an app they particularly enjoy using*: this could be anything from a
camera phone, to YouTube, to text-messaging. Group or pair learners who have chosen the same
(or very similar) apps
Give learners a theme or topic** (for example ‘Where we live’), and ask learners to capture, or
produce some output with their chosen app that relates to the theme or topic *** (for example,
a YouTube playlist relating to the place, a series of photographs or a film they have taken of
favourite locations, or text-message opinions on the place
Ask groups to share their outputs:
Can they find links between them?
Can they group them in any way?
Build a display – digital or physical – that collects everyone’s outputs into a thematic exhibition
and agree how to share this

Practical tips
 * This can be varied - it could be an app they want to learn how to use for example
 ** It is even better if learners can choose the topic or theme
 *** To be more effective this can be done outside of class - learners bring their outputs to the
following class
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area| Digital literacies in learning contexts

#6 resource | Making the most of resources
Descriptor
This resource focuses on bringing the outside into the classroom, and using realia to support learners
to discuss, explore and support each other to interact with and respond to real life contexts through
digital literacies. Learning is based around real examples that learners and the teacher bring to the
class based on local events and opportunities, civic systems and requirements, and individual interests
and priorities.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☒individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☐app

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Collect a few real examples (e.g. flyers, adverts, forms, text messages, WhatsApp groups) which
invite or require a digital response. Show the examples to the group and ask learners to collect
some that are interesting or important for them to bring to the next session. Explain they can
bring in actual contents, as long as they are happy to share them with the group
Based on what you and the learners have collected, prepare some large flashcards with short
headings, such as: Text message from school; Online form; WhatsApp invitation; Instagram from
a person, Charity or groups of interest; Online shopping order
In the class, explain to learners they are going to learn about or practise some skills for everyday
life that need. Start by holding up and checking that everyone can read and understand the
flashcard phrases. Put each flashcard on a different table
Divide learners into pairs or small groups and give each group a small selection of the hard
copies/realia to use alongside anything they have brought in. Groups go round, discuss and place
each example on the table with the correct flashcard heading
As a whole group, gather around each table and discuss and compare the different examples for
each heading then ask learners to sit at the table with the examples they are most interested in
learning more about and practising
Give each group a task relating to one or more of their examples, encouraging peer support as
much as possible and provide support as needed (e.g. compose a reply to an invitation or text
message; find the ‘contact us’ details on a website; fill in and submit an online form)
Learners report back on what they did, learned or shared. Ask everyone to practise more with a
real digital task and report back next session

Practical tips
 Due to digital poverty some learners may not have a phone or a smartphone or may be unable to
afford data. Learners may also have different digital knowledge and skills. Find out about your
group and pair learners up so that they can work together with at least one smartphone in each
pair, and possibly a shared language for beginner support
 Bring the outside in! The learners, your setting and the locality provide rich and authentic
localised resources. You can build language, literacy and digital literacies learning around these
 Continue in subsequent sessions, if of interest to learners, focusing on shared priorities
 This activity can easily be adapted for distance learning by using a platform such as Zoom and
using breakout rooms for pair and small group work
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area| Digital communication in social contexts
these resources and activities are designed to

enhance the ability to
interact, communicate and
collaborate with others
through digital technologies

develop confidence in
digital social contexts
topic

Effective digital communication: what does it
entail in different contexts?
Virtual collaboration
Sharing through digital technologies
Developing digital flexibility
Digital choices
Digital politeness routines: netiquette

increase skills in developing
types of online relationships

resource
A picture a day
Social circles
Building our own dictionary
Text speak
Being digitally literate
Mobile rules

key-concepts

#digital communication #multimedia literacy #social media #online communities #text speak #digital
practices
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area| Digital communication in social contexts

#1 resource | A picture a day
Descriptor
This resource covers a variety of digital literacies (mobile literacy, multimedia literacy and personal
literacy). It encourages learners to think about what they share online, when and with whom, and aims
at making them more familiar with aspects of digital visual culture.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☒individually ☒group ☐self-directed learning ☐distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
Data show, BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet
connection

☒app
Instagram
Posterous
Spaces

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.

In advance, ensure all learners have a mobile phone with a camera or can borrow one. Set-up
your photo sharing account for the class and pre-load with some photographs taken by you over
the past week (5 to 7 days)
2. Make a collage of the photos – using a site such as smilebox.com/collages.html
3. Show your collage on the projector screen. Invite the learners to guess what you have been
doing for the past week, where you’ve been, when, etc. As they guess the significance of the
photos, give them some more information about each of them
4. Invite the learners to keep a photographic record of one week in their lives. As they go about
their daily lives, they will be taking at least one photograph per day using their phones and
uploading it to the agreed photo sharing app. Under each photo uploaded they should write a
short sentence describing it
5. In pairs, get them to think back to the past week and make some notes about what they did each
day. Encourage learners to tell each other about their day and get them to ask questions and find
out more information
6. For steps 6 to 8, learners can work on their own. Walk them through the steps of creating an
account on the agreed app and joining the class group
7. Ensure they know how to post to the site
8. Ensure they can comment and add text to the images uploaded
9. This is an open-ended activity that may become a regular interest for some learners
10. At the end of the first week, ensure that you give feedback to each learner and encourage their
classmates to leave comments as well

Practical tips
 Most photo sharing apps allow comments, so there is plenty of opportunity to practice informal
conversational language
 Ensure learners are aware of the privacy settings on the chosen app
 This activity is only appropriate for learners with access to smartphones – before you decide to
use this activity check on this – be wary of reinforcing the digital divide
 Instead a writing focus, this resource can be adapted to provide speaking practice
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area| Digital communication in social contexts

#2 resource | Social circles
Descriptor
This resource encourages learners to think about their face-to-face and digital/online connections and
communications. It focuses on filtering information through social connections and helps learners to
identify the experts in their social circles and where they get their information from.

time needed

learning setting

60 minutes

☐individually ☒group ☐self-directed learning ☐distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
Data show, flipchart and markers, BYOD computer, smartphone,
tablet with word processing software and internet connection

☐app

☒worksheet
Mapping social circles

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.

Start this activity with a personal anecdote about who you get and share information with – who
do you share and learn from in your daily life? Try to include information that will help the
learners to complete the worksheet
Ask learners to look at the worksheet and give them time to think about their responses
individually before putting them into small groups to compare their answers. Conduct feedback
as a whole group, paying particular attention to how people choose their connections
Now get them to think about their peers. What do they know about each of them? Ask them to
write down the names of each of their peers and list the skills they know they have, either in a
word-processed document (high-tech version) or on paper (low-tech version)
As a group, bring all the information together using the flipchart and markers to make small
circles of people and group them together based on their shared skills
Once all the information is collated, ask each person to add any skills or areas of interest they
have that the class may not have been aware of. This is a great opportunity for a ‘talent audit’ of
the group, finding out about everyone’s skills and talents
Now take a closer look at the circles:
Do they overlap?
Are some of the same people in more than one circle?
What does this mean for day to day communication?

Practical tips
 Explain and discuss with the group that we can sort our communication into groups and go to
specific groups for specific kinds of information or help
 Joining specific groups online or through social networking sites means we can start to build
connections to get the information and help that we need
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area| Digital communication in social contexts

#3 resource | Building our own dictionary
Descriptor
This resource aims at helping learners to build their own dictionary and vocabulary. It promotes online
collaboration over a period of time to create and sharing content.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☐individually ☒group ☐self-directed learning ☐distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
Data show, BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet
connection

☒app
Flickr
ELTpics

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

In advance, find a suitable activity for the learners on the ELTpics album and set up a Flickr
account, and within the account, set up a group to add the learners to. Upload a sample of
photographs with descriptions and tags
Ask learners to do the ELTpics blog activity you have chosen, either in pairs online or as a class
group using the projector. Ensure that they get the opportunity to explore the ELTpics Flickr sets
(flickr.com/photos/eltpics/sets)
Explain the features of Flickr as an online photo sharing application with free accounts, allowing
you to group photos in collections and tag and geotag them
Tell the learners that they are going to prepare similar resources on a topic relevant to them.
This will be a revision tool to help them with their vocabulary and grammar and as it will a public
resource, they will be creating something that can be used by others
Ensure all learners have access to the group Flickr account and can access it
Brainstorm relevant topics and grammar areas that are most relevant to the class group
Once there are enough ideas, assign one to each pair of learners
Working in pairs and with their smartphone’s, learners should take pictures. They should then
upload them and add sample text using the following headings:
Title
Definition
Sample sentence or texting using the word
Translation (if appropriate)
Tags
Subsequently, give each pair the opportunity to show the work they have done and allow others
to ask questions. As this is an ongoing resource, they should add to it each week

Practical tips
 As with all media sharing sites, ensure that learners are only uploading photographs and pictures
they have personally taken and have the copyright for
 This activity can be spread over several learning sessions
 Adapt the resource by skipping vocabulary and grammar, and focusing on literacy only
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area| Digital communication in social contexts

#4 resource | Text speak
Descriptor
An awareness of text speak is helpful for learners if they are to take part in web 2.0 culture. The aim of
this resource is to help learners to decipher the text speak used in SMS messages and discuss its
appropriateness.

time needed

learning setting

45 minutes

☒individually ☐group ☐self-directed learning ☐distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
Flipchart and marker, BYOD mobile phone, smartphone with
internet connection

☐app

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Ask learners about their mobile phones:
What do they use them for?
How often?
Do they send SMS (text) messages?
What are the advantages of text speak in such messages (e.g. speed, cost, informality,
fun)?
Can learners give examples of a text message in their native languages
Show the following text message on the screen or write it on the flipchart:
Thx 4 gr8 even & dinner  Gd 2 c Paul&Kate 2. C u tomo. xxx Jack
Ask the learners:
What is it about?
Can they decipher the message whilst working in pairs?
Give feedback on some of the features of text speak in text messages in English, such as:
Common abbreviations: Thx = thanks; C u = see you; gd = good
Common use of numbers: gr8 = great; 2 = to
Emoticons:  = a smiley face
Symbols: & = and; xxx = kisses
Invite the learners to write the following messages in standard English:
Text Speak
Wot u up 2 2day?
Had gr8 time on hols
I want 2 apply 4 job

6.
7.

Standard English

Text Speak
Pls send info on course
Ok gd, c u there
Thx and gd nite

Standard English

Ask the learners:
What is the context for each message?
Which two messages are not appropriate as SMS texts?
Discuss the differences and similarities between the texting conventions in English and those in
the learners’ expert language(s) – when is it ok to send a text message and when is it not?

Practical tips
 If personal devices are not allowed in some learning contexts, this activity can be reproduced in
pen and paper
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area| Digital communication in social contexts

#5 resource | Being digitally literate
Descriptor
This resource introduces the theme of digital literacies and skills by examining how learners currently
use gadgets and what they do online.

time needed

learning setting

45 minutes

☐individually ☒group ☐self-directed learning ☐distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☐app

☒worksheet
Typical day in my
digital life

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Introduce the topic by telling learners about a typical day in your digital life, referring as far as
possible to points mentioned in the worksheet
If you can, bring in some of the devices you use on a daily basis and let the learners see them.
Encourage them to ask questions
Divide the group in pairs and assign each learner a role (A or B). Once each learner has looked at
their own questions, pairs should work through the questions together. Given them plenty of
time to do this. Some of the questions should elicit longer answers as learners get into the
details of their digital lives
Conduct feedback as a whole group. Elicit stories and anecdotes from the group as you go
through the questions
Open the discussion to a wider set of issues, such as:
Do you rely on technology too much each day?
Do you spend too much time with gadgets and not enough with people?
What would you do without your mobile phone for one day?
What would you do without internet connection for a day?
What technologies would you like to use in class?
Do you think mobile phones should be turned off in class?

Practical tips
 Set learners a writing task in which they describe a day in the life of a ‘digital resident’ explaining
what gadgets they have and how they use them every day?
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area| Digital communication in social contexts

#6 resource | Mobile rules
Descriptor
With the near-ubiquity of smartphones and tablets, learners expect to use them throughout the day.
This resource encourages learners to think about how these devices can help them with their learning
as they begin to negotiate a set of class rules for acceptable mobile device usage.

time needed

learning setting

60 minutes

☐individually ☒group ☐self-directed learning ☐distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
Data show, BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet
connection

☐app

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Group learners in pairs and invite them to discuss what they do with their mobile phones and ask
them to think of a mixture of social, entertainment and learning activities
Using a simple table with these three headings, jot down the answers from each pairing. There
might be fewer answers in the learning column and this often because phones are not
encouraged in classrooms or that learners may not fully appreciate the extent of learning
potential
Tell learners you are going to concentrate on how their mobile devices can help them in learning
activities. On a flipchart list the common features of smartphones (e.g. camera, microphone,
internet access, note-taking app)
Once all the common features are listed, divide the class into smaller groups and brainstorm the
learning uses for each of the common features (e.g. microphone – speaking practice,
pronunciations)
Now brainstorm some of the disadvantages of mobile phones in learning environments. You may
need to offer some suggestions to get the conversation started. Be prepared for this
At the end of this brainstorm, invite the learners to review the positive and negative aspects of
mobile phone use for learning and develop a group contract for the use of mobile phones in the
classroom

Practical tips
 Get all learners to sign the mobile rules contract and hang it up in the room – it will act as a
reminder of the agreement made around phone use for learning purposes
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area| Multimedia literacies
these resources and activities are designed to

increase familiarity with assorted multimedia
tools
topic

Multimedia literacy
Visual literacies
Combining language and visuals
Multimedia preferences

foster the ability to participate in multimodal
literacies
resource
Consumption to creation
Creating my online website
My personal online space
Podcasts are the future

Editing and publishing online

Social Media & image editing

Cross-cultural visual literacies

Video editing & publishing

key-concepts

#multimedia literacies #multimedia consumptions #online content creation #podcast #image and
social media # video editing
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area| Multimedia literacies

#1 resource | Consumption to creation
Descriptor
Shifting the focus from the adult learners’ receptive consumption of multimedia content, this resource
explores the wide range of productive possibilities offered by multimedia tools to create online content
(text, audio, animation, pictures, video) and their potential use for personal, professional and learning
purposes.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☒individually ☒group ☐self-directed learning ☐distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☐app

☒worksheet
Mind Map

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To introduce the topic, briefly introduce the topic of media learning and consumption, and the
ever-evolving need for adults to learn and become confident with digital tools for their personal
and professional use
Open the discussion by creating a mind map (adults should use the first section of the worksheet
to take notes) on different aspects of life in which these learners use digital technologies
Once enough answers have been given, work in groups so that learners can write down which
tools they believe they need guidance with (adults should use the second section of the
worksheet to take notes)
Ask learners to share their answers on which tools they believe they need help with
Try out a few tools to create online content and share how the learners can find more
information through google

Practical tips
 Invite the learners to read this article which outlines variety of online tools to create content:
optinmonster.com/best-visual-content-creation-tools
 Stress the importance of learners’ understanding around how to search online effectively in
order to locate appropriate tools and apps
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area| Multimedia literacies

#2 resource | Creating my online website
Descriptor
This resource focus on creating a personal website using free online tools. It focuses on Wordpress,
one of the many tools available online for creating a website, for personal or professional purposes.

time needed

learning setting

120 minutes

☒individually ☐group ☐self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
WordPress
YouTube

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Start the session by introducing the importance of building an online presence, both personally
and professionally. Explain that during the session the adult learners will follow step-by-step
instructions to build a basic website
Present several different tools that can be used to create a website and explain why WordPress
is so useful vs. Wix, Weebly, Squarespace etc.
Address the importance of having good content on a website. Then ask learners to share
information about topics that they are passionate about and regarding their views about the
usefulness of having their own website.
Ask learners to open their devices and to access the link wordpress.com. Each learner can work
individually but every step should be discussed in the class to explain the logistics and
technicalities to set up a base for their website: the different themes, the sections, etc.
Each learner will leave the session with a fully set up website where they can develop content.
Propose an optional assignment for learners at home: They can develop their own content.

Practical tips
 This activity is well described through various YouTube videos that can be useful for adult
learners. Invite learners to watch youtube.com/watch?v=EXKwAk0j3k8
 WordPress provides a simple follow-through process on how to build a website. Practitioner and
learners benefit from reading WordPress instructions beforehand wordpress.com/learn/quickstart-guide
 This resource can be adapted in order to engage adult learners in the creation of video blogs
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#3 resource | My personal online space
Descriptor
This resource reviews the evolution of content creation and how creating a personal space allows adult
learners to connect with others. Learners will be creating a blog using free online tools, in this session
we will use WordPress again, allowing them to see the versatility of online tools and how they can
explore different tools for various purposes. This direct connection to the reader is one of the main
benefits of starting a blog. This connection allows you to interact and share ideas with other likeminded people. It also allows you to build trust within themselves and realise there are benefits to
online tools once you know how to utilise them.

time needed

learning setting

30 minutes

☒individually ☐group ☐self-directed learning ☐distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
WordPress
YouTube

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.

2.
3.

4.

Start the activity by asking the adult learners if they think blogs are useful and about the subjects
that are addressed in blogs. Discuss the versatility of blogging and its uses: for personal
purposes, such as travel blogging or recipe sharing; or for professional ends, as to show one’s
work and curriculum. Show examples of blogs to the learners, such as: gnom-gnom.com/ or
nomadicmatt.com/travel-blog/
Introduce different platforms for free online blogging, as Wix, Squarespace also the easiest one:
WordPress
Start up the devices and ask learners to go to wordpress.com where they will follow step by step
instructions to start their own blog. Together, as a classroom, create a new blog space: select the
theme, how to insert pictures, the sections… Each learner will individually start their own online
space
As a final assignment, ask learners to build an outline for an entry in their WordPress blog and
develop a written blog post of the topic of their choice

Practical tips
 Explore WordPress and the utility of building a blog as a personal space, for recipe saving, writing
about life experiences (including pictures) and the many other versatile ways blogs can be used
 This resource can be adapted in order to engage adult learners in the creation of video blogs
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#4 resource | Podcasts are the future
Descriptor
This activity will help learners realize the simplicity of using podcasts as a useful tool in their everyday
life. There is a broader spectrum to podcasts in the sense of their learning and ways of building genuine
connection which is what we want our learners to acknowledge. Through easy tools such as the
recording function of their phone they will learn how to record and upload podcasts online.

time needed

learning setting

60 minutes

☒individually ☒group ☐self-directed learning ☐distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
Voice recorder
on computer,
smartphone or
tablet

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Start by introducing podcasts and explain that they can be recorded easily with a phone, tablet
or laptop, which in nowadays include recording functions. Talk about the different formats and
the importance of finding a theme or a topic
As a group exercise, ask adult learners to discuss what podcasts would they listen to if they had
the chance. Then ask them if they were to create podcast which subject would they address?
Where would they put it? On YouTube? On Spotify? Walk through various platforms where they
can listen to and create podcasts
In pairs or groups, talk about good concepts for a podcast and pick 1 theme or topic that
resonates best. Then ask the adult learners to write down the list of things that they would like
to talk about in a podcast of ten minutes length
After discussing it, invite all learners to use their devices to record the first five-minute segment
of their podcast
Afterwards, discuss how they might develop their podcasting skills

Practical tips
 You can find out more about podcasting in this article: buzzsprout.com/how-to-make-a-podcast?
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#5 resource | Social Media & image editing
Descriptor
This resource immerses learners in the world of social media and image editing. They will encounter
both the benefits of social media and the negative repercussions of its misuse. The aim is to get adult
learners to consider how much time they and other people spend on social media, and for what
purposes. It also considers the effectiveness of social media marketing.

time needed

learning setting

60 minutes

☒individually ☐group ☐self-directed learning ☐distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
Instagram
Photostory

☒worksheet
Social media pros and
cons

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Open the activity by providing the adult learners with the worksheet(b). Invite the learners to
individually answer the question of whether social media is harmful or not and what they
consider its pros and cons
Discuss the answers, and if no one brings it up, highlight the importance of social media as a
communication tool for companies and the amount of new jobs it has created, as new social
media platforms and tools have been created. Ask learners if they see this as positive.
Introduce the importance of transparency within social media and how social media apps can
promote superficial images that can be hurtful or offensive or false. Use the following video to
talk about different apps for editing and ways to edit an image:
youtube.com/watch?v=lU1ECeojDIs
Share image editing scandals: insider.com/photoshop-fails-scandals-this-year-2018-12
Finish the activity by asking the learners to discuss amongst themselves how they feel about
social media and image editing (Brainstorming discussion)

Practical tips
 In order to learn about different editing apps and to prepare the session, the trainer should
access the following link oberlo.com/blog/best-photo-editing-apps-iphone-android
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#6 resource | Video editing & publishing
Descriptor
This activity deals with one of the most recent and relevant tools within digital literacies - videos.
Learners will acknowledge how videos can capture an audience and drive a conversation, promote
unique messages and personalise a business amongst other main objectives. Through learning about
video on social media, particularly about video recording and editing tools, the learners will see how
easy it is to create visual content, while they become familiar with the technicalities of the editing and
publishing process.

time needed

learning setting

60 minutes

☒individually ☐group ☐self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
YouTube
Video Maker

☒worksheet
Making a video

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.

To start the activity, play the TEDx video and ask learners to write down thoughts and questions
about the importance of video in social media: youtube.com/watch?v=BpxVIwCbBK0
Ask learners to discuss the dominance of video-based media, and which video-based social
media apps learners know about and which ones they use: TikTok, YouTube
Use the worksheet Making a video to talk about video recording, editing and uploading as a
class, go through the steps with all the learners so they can complete them individually
As a final step, talk about the different video editors which learners can download. Introduce the
app Video Editor, which is free and easily accessible, as well as its step-by-step tutorial, as you
encourage learners to download the app at home if desired:
youtube.com/watch?time_continue=68&v=edKDxJ7C8HE&feature=emb_logo

Practical tips
 The ensuing article is a good resource for the trainer, as it highlights 10 reasons why video in
social media is important, which goes hand in hand with the Ted talk incorporated in the
classroom: imagen.io/resources/social-mediavideo/#:~:text=Video%20allows%20you%20to%20be,to%20leave%20them%20wanting%20more
 The following video provides a good description on how to edit videos using Video Editor. It is a
good resource for trainers and learners
youtube.com/watch?time_continue=68&v=edKDxJ7C8HE&feature=emb_logo
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source: https://pixabay.com/illustrations/connection-network-internet-3330561

area| Digital identities
these resources and activities are designed to

explore the potential of digital
tools to boost professional
careers and social identities

increase familiarity with
assorted digital tools useful for
daily life
topic

Making my curriculum vitae online
Building networks

raise awareness of how to
manage one’s digital identities

resource
Creating my Europass CV
Using my online profile for networking

Digital entrepreneurship through social media

My Facebook business page

Identities and e-safety/ privacy and personal
data

Protecting my online identity

Social media identities and professional identities
Managing digital identities

How personal or professional are my social
media profiles?
Controlling my virtual identity

key-concepts

#Europass CV #social networking #Facebook business page #online safety #online professional
identity #managing digital identities
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#1 resource | Creating my Europass CV
Descriptor
A person’s CV is the first (and sometimes the only) chance to make a good impression on a potential
employer or academic institution, boosting the possibilities of getting a face-to-face interview. This
resource aims at enabling the learners to create their curriculum vitae (CV) online, outlining in the best
possible way their relevant skills, education, training and work experience. Focus will be given to the
Europass CV which is one of the best-known CV formats in Europe and the participants will learn how
to use the Europass CV builder.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☒individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
YouTube

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Open the activity by explaining the purpose and the importance of a curriculum vitae as an
essential element when looking for a job or for other reasons
Ask the learners if they have ever created a CV online, for what reason (e.g. job search, studies)
and discuss their experiences and especially the difficulties or related concerns
Invite the learners to search on the internet and find examples of various CV’s or resumes.
Ensure you give them enough time and encourage them to explore various templates and
examples that are available in .doc or .pdf format or even as images
Promote the discussion on the CV examples and list in a flipchart good and bad practices, do’s
and don’ts when preparing a CV
Introduce the Europass platform & Europass CV builder and assist the participants to register,
and then prepare online, save and download their CV in Europass format
Discuss further the importance of updating and adjusting their online CV, in order to highlight
their most attractive skills and experience to potential employers

Practical tips
 The new Europass platform & CV builder can be found at europa.eu/europass/en and
europa.eu/europass/en/create-europass-cv and are available in 29 languages
 Search the YouTube for videos with instructions & tips in the language you prefer (e.g. Europass
CV instructions in English at Europass Austria’s YouTube Channel)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=8GHp4F7KuPw, and tips on how to write a good CV at the Guardian
Jobs’ Channel (youtube.com/watch?v=CP-wWXjQ4Oo)
 Use quotes to search for an exact phrase (e.g. ‘how to write a good CV’) or put a plus symbol (+)
between words you want the search engine to include (e.g. cv+example+templates)
 Tailor the resources providing a step-by-step, self-directed guidance for the learner
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#2 resource | Using my online profile for networking
Descriptor
The more we acknowledge that our lives are digitally-centred, the more we pay attention to our online
profiles and the more we try to build networks, especially for professional reasons. This resource
explores the creation and management of online profiles and the potentiality for learners for
(professional) networking through sites such as LinkedIn and XING, as well as Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram, among others.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☒individually ☒group ☐self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
LinkedIn

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Start the activity by asking the learners about their online presence: how do they define the
term, how many social media accounts do they have and how many friends, followers and
connections
Question them if they use social media to stay connected mostly with friends, family, colleagues
or clients and if they use them for job search reasons
Explain the importance of online networking for social or business purposes (or both), focusing
on how it enables connecting with people in your field that you might never meet otherwise
Introduce LinkedIn and the potential that offers as the world's largest professional network on
the internet
Guide the learners to download/create a LinkedIn account, ensure they have enough time to
explore what the free version of the site offers and help them set their profile
Depending on the social media accounts the participants already have, guide them on how to
find groups on specific topics, follow pages or connect with people in specific fields, search using
hashtags (#) and write down useful tips on a flipchart
Further discuss ideas about growing their social media networks

Practical tips
 Search for videos and articles offered by LinkedIn on how to create a good LinkedIn profile or
search in the YouTube for videos in your own language with instructions, beginners’ guides to
LinkedIn and useful tips about social networking
 XING is a Hamburg-based career-oriented social networking site, primarily focused on the
German-speaking market, alongside XING Spain, and can be introduced instead or along with the
American platform LinkedIn
 Suggest to your group of learners to connect with each other, growing their network or become
members in a social media (e.g. Facebook) group related with digital learning
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#3 resource | My Facebook business page
Descriptor
Digital transformation and social media alter drastically the way businesses function. Digital
entrepreneurship, as the creation of digital businesses and the adoption of digital technologies by
professionals, is considered as a key-factor for economic growth, job creation, and innovation.
According to the OECD, under-represented groups in entrepreneurship (women, immigrants, youth,
seniors) could be more likely to benefit from certain features of digital technologies. This resource
tackles the concept of digital entrepreneurship, giving the opportunity to learners to create their own
Facebook business page and discuss the potentiality for innovative services and products.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☐individually ☒group ☐self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
Facebook

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

To break the ice, ask the learners if they have a Facebook account and invite them to share their
experiences and opinions about the use of social media
Explain the differences between a personal and professional social media account/page and
focus on how beneficial can be for a small/medium business or a freelancer professional to have
a strong online presence
Introduce the Facebook app and the Facebook for business platform and its features
Ensure you give time to learners who don’t have a Facebook account to install and become
familiar with the app and encourage all learners to explore the information, tools and resources
available in the Facebook for business platform
Guide the participants to create a free business page, working individually or in small groups
Discuss further their ideas about digital entrepreneurship and the possibilities for innovative
services and products

Practical tips
 The Facebook for business platform at facebook.com/business is available in several languages,
just check at the webpage footer and select the appropriate
 Το get the instructions so as to set up a free business page in minutes, you can go straight to
facebook.com/business/pages/set-up
 A 5-minutes quiz that will help you choose the best tools and features for your Facebook for
business page is available at facebook.com/business/boost/skills-and-training/tips
 The official group ‘Facebook for Business’ @facebookbusiness is another useful source
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#4 resource | Protecting my online identity
Descriptor
In an era of rapid technological change and continuous digitalisation and as the number of internet
users and the time we spend online continue to grow worldwide, issues of e-safety become more
critical than ever. Aim of this resource is to maximise the learners’ awareness on digital identities and
internet safety and introduce the European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA), as well as national
Safer Internet Centres. It focuses specifically on the importance of avoiding phishing, finding
trustworthy online sources and improving the security of passwords and authentication methods.

time needed

learning setting

70 minutes

☐individually ☒group ☐self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☐app

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Start the activity by asking the learners to consider how many passwords they use in their
everyday life; how difficult it is to remember them and how safe they feel in the online world
Introduce the ENISA, focusing on data protection
Introduce the Safer Internet Centres, made up of awareness centres and helplines (organised in a
pan-European network called Insafe) and find your own country’s Safer Internet Centre
Encourage learners to browse both websites and become familiar with their topics, news, events
and publications
Ask the learners to look specifically for issues of online protection, authentication methods,
avoiding phishing and helpful tips for strong passwords (suggest them to use the search function
of each website)
Summarise key findings and conclusions about personal e-safety

Practical tips
 The ENISA website can be found at enisa.europa.eu and it is available in English, but it also
includes material in other languages
 Links and further information on Safer Internet Centres across Europe are available at
betterinternetforkids.eu/web/portal/policy/insafe-inhope
 You can also search for other cybersecurity authorities or competent organisations in your
country, introduce them to the participants and share useful tips from official, trustworthy
sources
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#5 resource | How personal or professional are my social media profiles?
Descriptor
As the online boundaries between personal and professional identities are often blurred, being active
on social media, even for personal reasons, can have a variety of effects on our professional profile as
well. In addition, we should always keep in mind that many companies and employers are interested
in learning about their future employees’ personal lives and interests before or even after a job
interview. This resource explores the relationship between social media and professional/ work
identities, offering the learners useful tips about privacy settings and curated posts that can benefit
them both personally and professionally.

time needed

learning setting

70 minutes

☐individually ☒group ☐self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
Facebook
Instagram

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Open the activity by asking the learners about their social media accounts, whether they use
them more for personal or professional reasons and how they define the difference
Explain why even posts on personal accounts, especially the public ones (e.g. Facebook or
Instagram) can have an important effect on a person’s work identity, like posts on a professional
account (e.g. LinkedIn)
Ask the participants to consider what other people might think by reading their posts and seeing
their photos in the social media accounts they maintain and then discuss it all together
Then ask them what they really want their friends to think when they see their online profiles.
Give them some time to think (and maybe take notes) and then change the word ‘friends’ to
‘colleagues’ and ‘future employer’
Depending on the social media account(s) most participants use, guide them on how to optimise
their privacy settings, control the audience of their posts and review posts or photos that their
friends tag them in
Discuss all together and write down on a flipchart what kind of posts or photos they should or
shouldn’t share on social media (do’s and don’ts) whether in personal or professional accounts

Practical tips
 Europol offers in English useful tips on how to how to set your privacy setting in social media
europol.europa.eu/how-to-set-your-privacy-settings-social-media but you can also check for
privacy setting instructions, in your language, in each social media account separately (Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn, XING or others)
 Search in the YouTube for videos with ‘do’s and don’ts’ when posting on social media in the
language you prefer, so as to share and discuss with the group
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#6 resource | Taking control of my virtual identity
Descriptor
Our online presence is defined by any piece of information that can be found on the internet about us.
As the European Union (EU) underlines, there are companies that collect our personal data and share
it with third parties, as well as also tracking our emails, calendar, searches, locations, messages, pages
we like and groups we participate in, in order to use this data for targeted advertising. This resource
deals with the creation and management of digital identities, and highlights EU relevant advice and
tips.

time needed

learning setting

70 minutes

☐individually ☒group ☐self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☐app

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Start by asking the participants if they have experienced many companies directly contacting
them in order to request they accept new terms and conditions and review their privacy settings
after May 2018
Explain that under the new EU data protection rules, the processing of our personal data
depends on our consent, that needs to be based on an informed decision and expressed through
an affirmative action from our side
Discuss with the group the concepts of ‘digital identities’ and ‘digital footprint’ and the
importance of taking control of one’s virtual identity
Use as a source the relevant e-leaflet of the EU ‘Take control of your virtual identity’ and the
presentation ‘It's your data - take control’, so as to share useful advices and tips with the group
Explore together the material available in the EU’s relevant page and further discuss and
exchange ideas on good practices

Practical tips
 The European Commission offers in all European languages useful material on ‘EU data
protection rules’ such the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and how to control your
virtual identity at ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/eu-data-protection-rules_en
(the abovementioned leaflet and presentation are available here)
 The Facebook page of the ‘EU Justice and Consumers’ @EUJustice can be also used, as it is an
interesting source
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source: https://pixabay.com/illustrations/security-professional-hand-keep-5213398

area| Digital citizenship
these resources and activities are designed to

enhance awareness regarding
the best practices for personal
and data protection in the
digital arena

foster a safe and sustainable
use of online tools
topic

Using e-government services
Online communities

use technology in appropriate
and responsible way

resource
My e-EU experience
Participating in online communities

Citizenship in the digital arena

Strengthening citizenship

Rights and social participation

Internet users’ rights are human rights

Managing security settings
Acting responsibly online

Managing my digital footprint
Being a good digital citizen

key-concepts

#European e-services #online participation #digital citizenship #internet users rights #digital footprint
#netiquette
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#1 resource | My e-EU experience
Descriptor
This resource aims at introducing e-government services to learners, enabling their fast, convenient
and cheaper interaction with public services. From the various electronic European and national public
services available, this activity explores the Citizens' App (powered by European Parliament), available
in 24 languages to explain who does what in the EU, how all of this is relevant to citizens daily life and
what challenges the EU faces, many of which will shape our future.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☒individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
Citizens' App

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Make a brief presentation of relevant European e-government services – for this you can, for
example, look for available online institutional videos
Invite the group to share their experiences regarding the use of European e-government services
Introduce the Citizens' App and its features
Ensure you give time to participants to install and become familiar with the app, and encourage
them to explore the information and resources available
Organise small groups and suggest that each one identify online relevant public services available
for specific areas (e.g. events, COVID-19, citizens’ stories, climate change)
Discuss further how European e-government services can be used and informally evaluate with
the group what they have learnt through this resource

Practical tips
 Use any other national or European e-government app relevant to your learning contents and
target audience
 Use the resource in blended sessions and assign a task for the learner explore in detail a certain
e-service to present to peers next face-to-face session
 Adapt the resource to explore other relevant e-government platforms and/or apps, such as
finances, municipality, citizen shop, social security
 Tailor the resources for self-directed learning, providing a step-by-step guidance activity for the
learner
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#2 resource | Participating in online communities
Descriptor
Online communities are widespread and increasingly relevant to modern life. Just as in non-virtual
communities, being civic-minded, empathic and respectful are key to participate effectively in digital
communities. This resource explores behaviours that can help learners to maintain a pattern of positive
online interactions. It deals specifically with YouTube, to analyse the do’s and don’ts when posting and
commenting content in an online community.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☐individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
YouTube

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Introduce the YouTube platform and its app for mobile devices
Invite learners to assist a short video: “Creating with Common Sense: YouTube Community
Guidelines”
Question learners if they usually watch videos in YouTube, what kind of contents they are fond
of, and if they have their own channel
Now ask learners to select a viral YouTube video on a recent/current hot topic (e.g. an election,
crisis, social or political movement), and play it to ensure that everyone can make an informed
analysis
Ask learners to discuss the video and any comments below it: on a flipchart make a list with
learners of what to do or not do when posting online content (video and comments)
Summarise key-findings and conclusions

Practical tips
 The video “Creating with Common Sense: YouTube Community Guidelines”, is available with
subtitles in several languages at creatoracademy.youtube.com/page/course/communityguidelines
 Adapt the resource to explore other relevant online communities like Facebook, Twitter or
Instagram
 Suggest to your group of learners create own online community to share experiences related
digital learning
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#3 resource | Strengthening citizenship
Descriptor
Citizenship in the digital arena is something that goes beyond just the technical ability to go online.
Digital technologies offer a unique opportunity for citizens to participate in the civil society. Alongside
social media, many technologies such as blogs, petition platforms, crowdfunding sites, e-voting and
online forums provide new means to shape political agendas and debates, and have the potential to
drive real-world change. This resource aims at planning an advocacy campaign for a given cause, as
well as to empower learners by fostering their participation in the digital public sphere.

time needed
90 minutes

learning setting
☒individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☐app

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Start the activity by inviting the learners to watch the TED talk: “How to upgrade democracy for
the internet era?”
Ask learners to share their views about the video and the potential of the digital technologies to
foster citizens’ civic engagement
Ask learners to form groups (two to four members), and invite them to select a cause and to plan
and advocacy campaign
Provide guidance to learners, asking them to tackle the following
the issue to address (including some background information)
the identification of the group(s) that it impacts on
the strategy to address the issue; the media platforms that can raise awareness on the
subject
the network of support (including key players and network builders)
the creation of a hashtag for the campaign
and definition of the campaign timeline
Invite the learners to share and discuss their campaign plan with the wider group

Practical tips
 The TED talk “How to upgrade democracy for the internet era?”, by Pia Mancini, is available at
ted.com/talks/pia_mancini_ho_toupgrade_democracy_for_the_internet_era (subtitles in several
languages are provided)
 Adapt the resource by creating a Google form with the fields required to plan the advocacy
campaign
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#4 resource | Internet users’ rights are human rights
Descriptor
The internet introduced significant changes in the ways we interact, learn, trade and work. It has
proved to be a powerful tool for developing the potential for creativity and innovation, autonomy,
dignity and human rights. But there is a long road ahead to overcome the many hurdles that obstruct
the respect for human rights online. Based upon the “Guide to Human Rights of Internet Users”, issued
by the European Council in 2014, this resource aims at fostering the learners’ awareness regarding
their basic human rights as internet users.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☒individually ☒group ☐self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
Canva

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Ask learners if they view internet users’ rights as basic human rights. If so, in what ways?
After this icebreaker, briefly present background information regarding the “Guide to Human
Rights for Internet Users”, as well as the aims and scope of this EU recommendation
Invite learners to form seven groups (one per key area of the guide) and ask each group to select
one of the ensuing topics
access and non-discrimination
freedom of expression and information
assembly, association and participation
privacy and data protection
education and literacy
children and young people
effective remedies
Invite each group to list in bullets the rights of each subject area
Then ask a representative of each group to present summarised contents of the guide, while you
create an infographic on Canva to represent the internet users’ human rights
Share the final product with the learners

Practical tips
 The “Guide to Human Rights of Internet Users”, was issued in 2014 by the Council of Europe and
it is available in several languages at coe.int/en/web/freedom-expression/guide-to-human-rightsfor-internet-users
 Choose the infographic template in advance
 Adapt the resource to use PowerPoint instead of Canva, or simply list the bullets in a flipchart
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#5 resource | Managing my digital footprint
Descriptor
Understanding how to manage our digital identity and footprint is key to digital citizenship. In the
digital arena we are both consumers and producers, as our own personal data has become valuable to
others. Furthermore, our online actions and behaviour can jeopardise our and others’ privacy and
security. This resource focuses on the Google search engine and aims to provide guidance on how to
protect ourselves online and keep our digital footprints secure.

time needed

learning setting

60 minutes

☒individually ☒group ☒self-directed learning ☒distance learning

materials required
☒equipment
BYOD computer, smartphone, tablet with internet connection

☒app
Google search
engine

☐worksheet

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Start the activity by inviting learners to watch the TED talk: “What you need to know about
stalkerware?”
Ask the learners to share their views and concerns about the potential threats of digital
technologies in terms of privacy and security, as well as on their procedures regarding digital
footprint management
Invite learners to perform a Google search using their own name: make sure that they look for
images and videos as well
Subsequently, ask learners
Were you aware that this information is online?
Do you know how it arrived online?
Is there any information you wish to have removed?
Do you know how to do it?
Summarise the key main procedures to manage digital footprint

Practical tips
 The TED talk “What you need to know about stalkerware?”, by Eva Galperin, is available at
ted.com/talks/eva_galperin_what_you_need_to_know_about_stalkerware (subtitles in several
languages)
 Adapt the resource to explore other relevant online threats, and privacy and security procedures
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#6 resource | Being a good digital citizen
Descriptor
It is in our interests to make safe, wise and ethical decisions that can protect one’s and others wellbeing, privacy and safety online. The knowledge and understanding of the “9 Key Ps” of digital
citizenship - passwords, privacy, personal information, photographs, property, permission, protection,
professionalism, and personal brand – is fundamental to successfully overcome this challenge. This
resource is a brainstorming exercise that aims at raising learners’ awareness regarding their power as
digital citizens, as each of the mentioned elements are fully controlled by digital technologies users.

time needed

learning setting

90 minutes

☐individually ☒group ☐self-directed learning ☐distance learning

materials required
☐equipment

☐app

☒worksheet
Being a good digital
citizen

Step-by-step guidance
1.
2.

3.

Ask learners about their knowledge and understanding regarding the “9 Key Ps” of digital
citizenship
To foster the discussion on the topic, invite the participants to reflect about the ensuing
questions:
Do you know how to create secure passwords?
Do you protect your private information?
Do you share information that can be used to identify yourselves and others?
Are the pictures you post secure and in good taste?
Do you respect copyrights of online content?
Do you get permission to use the work of others?
Do you know what viruses, malware, phishing, ransomware, and identity theft are?
Are you aware and follow the rules of netiquette?
Are you aware of how others perceive your online presence?
To debrief and summarise, share the SmartArt “Being a good digital citizen”

Practical tips
 Asking for real life examples, based on the experiences of the participants will further the
discussion and their awareness regarding the subject
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Appendix: worksheets
area| Digital literacies in adult learners’ lives
resource | Transition to digital literacies
worksheet | TEDx talk debriefing
While watching the TEDx talk think of the following questions/themes:

Are ideas and information communicated differently through digital tools? How has the way you
use digital devices (e.g. television) changed?

Have you noticed new ways of engaging with and processing digital information (like memes for
example)?

Can you think of other new ways you have
been understanding/interacting with
information?

Do you consider the ability to understand new
forms of information as a “skill”, and why (why
not)?

Has the video you’ve watched make you re-think about accessing digital literacies?
In what ways?
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area| Digital literacies in adult learners’ lives
resource | Digital literacies and social life
worksheet – DiLitE survey questions

The table below presents some digital activities you may be engaging in your social, professional
and personal lives. Please tick (or type X) in the boxes that apply to you

What?

Who
with?

video
calls

friends
and/or
family

work

school

health

banks/
financial

other

?

phone
camera

email

voice call

search
engine
(any)

online
shopping

social
media

text
message
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area| Digital literacies in learning contexts
resource | Questions, questions
worksheet | Questions matrix

Questions, questions
What is the topic or issue?

Why am I doing this?

Who is - or who are - the
receiver(s) or audience?

What styles or design
conventions will I have to use?

Why am I doing it like this?
Are there any alternatives?

Who am I? What is my role in
this? What choices of role do I
have?

What technologies, apps or
devices are required?

Is this part of a larger process?
What is the process?

Is anyone else involved?
Who? Why?
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area| Digital literacies in learning contexts
resource | Questions, questions
worksheet | Questions matrix: example answers for a birthday card

Questions, questions – example answers for a birthday card
What is the topic or issue?

Why am I doing this?

It’s my sister’s birthday and I
want to send her a card

Because I love her, - and
because if I didn’t, she would
be upset and possibly cross
with me

Who is - or who are - the
receiver(s) or audience?
My sister – and maybe her
husband and children

What styles or design
conventions will I have to use?

Why am I doing it like this?
Are there any alternatives?

Who am I? What is my role in
this? What choices of role do I
have?

She’ll expect something
personalised with a thoughtful
message inside, and the
picture on the card will have
to be chosen with her in mind.
I’ll need to put a few ‘X’s in.

I could just telephone, and/ or
send an e-card, or write on
her Facebook page, but I know
she’ll also want a paper card

Her big brother – no choice
really!

What technologies, apps or
devices are required?

Is this part of a larger process?
What is the process?

Is anyone else involved?
Who? Why?

A pen, and careful choice of a
card

Maintaining family relations,
showing love and care

Yes, my partner – she loves
my sister too, so I’ll have to
leave room for her to write
something too.
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area| Digital communication in social contexts
resource | Social circles
worksheet – Mapping social circles

Think about the people you interact with each day: face to face, on the phone, by SMS (text
message), on WhatsApp, on Facebook, on Twitter, etc.
1.

Fill in the table below about the people who are your main news sources:

Types of News

Source of News

Social news about friends and family
Social news about what’s happening at
school or work
News/information connected to your studies
or profession
National and international news
News/information about your hobbies and
interests
News about new music, books, movies

2.

Note down the top five personal connection in your network

3.

Note down the top five school/work connections in your network. Are any of them the
same as the top five personal connections? Why/why not?

4.

How did you choose these connections? What makes them good?

5.

Do you use different social networks for personal and professional reasons?

Photocopying of this worksheet is permitted. Enlarge if necessary.
© Pearson Education Limited, 2013
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area| Digital communication in social contexts
resource | Being digitally literate
worksheet – Typical day in digital life

Learner A
Look at these questions and think about your own answers. Now ask your partner the questions. If
you can answer yes to any of the questions, give more details:









Do you check your emails first in the morning?
When going out, do you first check the web for suggestions?
Do you share your photos online for friends and family to see?
Do you often use your credit card to pay online?
Do you often download or buy music?
Do you read blogs often?
Do you post comments on other people’s blogs?
Do you have your own blog that you update regularly?

Learner B
Look at these questions and think about your own answers. Now ask your partner the questions. If
you can answer yes to any of the questions, give more details:









Do you often chat with friends/colleagues online?
Do you often share amusing websites with friends/colleagues?
Do you have five or more friends that you met online?
Did you meet your partner online?
Have you ever edited a wiki entry?
Do you use your mobile phone primarily for texting?
Do you get your news online, rather than from a newspaper?
Do you usually watch live TV, or record it to watch later?

Photocopying of this worksheet is permitted. Enlarge if necessary.
© Pearson Education Limited, 2013
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area| Multimedia literacies
resource | Consumption to creation
worksheet | Mind Map

Where in life do I
use / need
multimedia tools

Multimedia tools I
want to learn
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area| Multimedia literacies
resource | Social media & image editing
worksheet | Social media pros and cons

How much time do you spend on Social media every day?

Is social media harmful?

PROS

CONS
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area| Multimedia literacies
resource | Video editing & publishing
worksheet | Making a video

Record, Edit & Uploading Videos
Record
What is your story? Create a guide on what you want to make your video about.
Plan your content. How long will it be? Is it comedy or informative? Which platform will it be uploaded
to?
Record. Use your smartphone, computer or tablet to record your video.

Edit
Depending on which app you’re using, the editing of the video can go from very basic to complex.
There are a lot of free video editors which you can download online. *

1. HitFilm Express
HitFilm Express is another free video editor available for Windows and Mac. Although it is a free
program, it is truly remarkable, nonetheless. Beginners to video editing, as well as advanced editors,
will be happy with this software because it can create some astonishing results.

2. OpenShot Video Editor
OpenShot is another high-quality open-source video editor designed for Linux, Mac, and Windows. A
lot of beginners who will like to know what YouTubers use to edit videos will find this simple but
powerful software impressive. This program creates stunning video projects using a combination of
animations, transitions, and time control.

3. Video Editor (which we will elaborate about)
Video Editor is a quick and easy way to create, edit, trim, and add text or audio to your videos. For a
detailed guide: teachers.tech/how-to-use-windows-10-free-video-editor/
* Best free video editors: youtube.com/watch?v=f1wYvQRLfek

Upload
Depending on your choice of platform, you may need to increase or decrease the quality. Each video
editor will require to do so in a different way, but downloading the video once edited various qualities
will be simple. Once downloaded it is ready to upload into whatever social media platform you desire!
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area| Digital citizenship
resource | Being a good digital citizen
worksheet | SmartArt: Being a good digital citizen

1.PASSWORDS

6.PERMISSION

A strong password is the first
step to be safe online!

Cite your sources adequately.
Respect authorship!

7.PROTECTION
Protect yourself against
viruses, malware and phishing,
they are real threats!

2.PRIVACY

5.PROPERTY

8.PROFESSIONALISM

Keep for yourself your address,
email, phone number, and
don’t share them randomly!

Intellectual property is
protected by copyright. You
are not a thief!

Be polite and respectful when
interacting online. Netiquette
is crucial!

3.PERSONAL INFORMATION
Be selective with what you
post online. Protect yourself
and others from online identity
theft!

4.PHOTOGRAPHS

9.PERSONAL BRAND

Photos can reveal way more
than you want to share with
others!

Create a good online image
and reputation. If you doubt
about something don’t post it!

